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Abstract. We present the $\eta$ and $E_T$ dependence of dijet events produced by color-singlet exchange in $\bar{p}p$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 1.8$ TeV using data collected by the CDF collaboration at the Fermilab Tevatron. In a sample of events with two forward jets, where the jets are on opposite sides in rapidity with $|\eta| > 1.8$ and $E_T > 20$ GeV, we find $1.13 \pm 0.12 (\text{stat}) \pm 0.11 (\text{syst})\%$ have a rapidity gap between the jets consistent with color-singlet exchange. This signal has no significant dependence on the jet $E_T$ or the rapidity interval between the jets.

INTRODUCTION

In high energy $\bar{p}p$ collisions, jets are normally produced through the exchange of a quark or gluon between partons in the interacting hadrons. Because of the exchanged color, there are typically particles produced in the rapidity [1] region between the jets. The signature of dijets produced by color-singlet exchange is the absence of particles between the jets. In a simple two-gluon color-singlet model, the fraction of dijet events with a rapidity gap, compared to all dijet events, was estimated to be $\sim 10^{-2}$ [2,3], while the fraction of gap events due to electroweak exchange is only $\sim 10^{-4}$ [3] for $\bar{p}p$ production at $\sqrt{s} = 1.8$ TeV.

The fraction of jets produced by color-singlet exchange has been previously measured at $\sqrt{s} = 1.8$ TeV by both the CDF and D0 collaborations at the Fermilab Tevatron, and in photoproduction by the ZEUS Collaboration [6] at HERA. CDF [4] has measured $[0.85 \pm 0.12 (\text{stat}) \pm 0.24 (\text{syst})]\%$ for dijets with leading (most energetic) jet $E_T > 40$ GeV; D0 [5] measured $[1.07 \pm$

---

0.10(stat)\pm0.26(syst)\% for \ETJET > 30 GeV, |\eta| > 2 and \eta_1,\eta_2 < 0; and ZEUS \cite{6} measured \approx 7\% at \sqrt{s} \sim 150 GeV for jets of \ET > 6 GeV. The magnitude of the signal in \bar{p}p collisions is consistent with the strongly interacting color-singlet prediction, and much larger than the electroweak prediction. In all cases, the background to the rapidity gap signal was determined using a fit to a multiplicity distribution between the jets and extrapolating to the low-multiplicity (gap) bins. The color-singlet signal is defined as the excess over this background.

The result presented here uses a background (non-singlet) multiplicity template from the data, which eliminates the systematic uncertainty in the previous results due to extrapolating the multiplicity function to the low-multiplicity bins. We also present the dependence of the color-singlet signal on the \ET and the rapidity interval between the jets, \Delta\eta\JET.

**DETECTOR AND DATA SAMPLE**

The CDF detector is described in detail elsewhere \cite{7}. The detector components relevant to this study are the Central Tracking Chamber (CTC), which detects charged particles, and the calorimeters, which detect both charged and neutral particles. The CTC tracking efficiency varies from \sim 60\% for \PT = 300 MeV to over 95\% for \PT > 400 MeV within |\eta| < 1.2, and falls monotonically beyond |\eta| = 1.2 to zero at |\eta| \sim 1.8. For this analysis, a “charged particle” is a reconstructed 3-dimensional track with \PT > 300 MeV. The central calorimeter covers the regions |\eta| < 1.1 with projective towers of dimension \Delta\eta = 0.1 \times \Delta\phi = 15^\circ. The “tower multiplicity” is defined as the number of towers with a measured \ET > 200 MeV, which corresponds approximately to a true \ET > 300 MeV.

The data comes from a forward dijet trigger with offline requirements of two jets with \ETJET > 20 GeV and 1.8 < |\eta| < 3.5, where the jets are on opposite sides in \eta (i.e. \eta_1\eta_2 < 0). In order to avoid multiple interaction events, which tend to wash out any rapidity gap, we require that there be only one reconstructed vertex in the event. The remaining sample consists of 10,200 opposite-side dijet events. Events with the same selection, except that both jets are on the same side (\eta_1\eta_2 > 0) were used to measure the rate of diffractive dijets \cite{8}, and provide a control sample in this analysis for the multiplicity in the central region with no color-singlet contribution.

**RESULTS**

The color-singlet signature is an excess of low track or tower multiplicity between the jets in the opposite-side dijet sample compared to the same-side control sample. Figure 1a (b) shows the track (tower) multiplicities for opposite-side and same-side dijet events. The bin-by-bin asymmetry in Fig. 1c
shows the excess in the zero track bin, which is consistent with the signal in the lowest 3 bins of the tower multiplicity (Fig. 1d). The fractional excess of rapidity gaps between jets is corrected for the vertex selection efficiency to determine the fraction of dijet events produced by color singlet exchange: 
\[ R = \left[ 1.13 \pm 0.12({\text{stat}}) \pm 0.11({\text{syst}}) \right] \% \text{ (preliminary)} \]
for jet \( E_T > 20 \) GeV and \( |\eta_1, \eta_2| > 1.8 \). This value is consistent with the previously published results [4,5].

By selecting opposite-side dijet events with zero tracks and less than 3 towers in the central region between the jets, we can separate out 221 color-singlet candidates which contain only \( \sim 25\% \) non-singlet background events. This sample is used to study the \( E_T^{\text{jet}} \) and \( \Delta \eta^{\text{jet}} \) dependence of the color-singlet produced dijets as a fraction of all dijets. Because the color-singlet sample contains some non-singlet background and the requirement of low multiplicity between the jets may bias the jet distributions, we compare the color-singlet sample with a low-multiplicity “control” sample defined as events with 1, 2 or 3 tracks and less than 7 towers in the central region between the jets.

Figures 2a, b and c show the mean dijet \( E_T \), the third jet \( E_T \) and the dijet \( \eta \) separation \( (|\eta_1 - \eta_2|)/2 \) dependence of the ratio of color-singlet to all dijets, normalized to unity. There is no dependence on mean dijet \( E_T \) of the color-singlet signal compared to the entire sample, or the low-multiplicity control sample. Because both the color-singlet and low-multiplicity samples restrict the activity in the central region between the two leading jets, the ratio to all events decreases with third jet \( E_T \) (Fig. 2b). The color-singlet signal dependence on the \( \eta \) separation, Fig. 2c, is statistically consistent with the entire sample, although there is some hint that the color-singlet events are reduced at higher \( \eta \) separation. The color-singlet fraction is fairly independent on jet \( E_T \) and \( \Delta \eta \), which is consistent with the two-gluon model of Ref. [2].
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1. The pseudorapidity is defined: \( \eta = -\ln \tan \frac{\theta}{2} \), where \( \theta \) is the polar angle with respect to the proton beam. We use \( \eta \) and rapidity interchangeably.
FIGURE 1. The multiplicity distributions (a) for tracks and (b) for calorimeter towers in the regions $|\eta| < 1.0$ for opposite-side dijet events (solid), and $|\eta| < 1.2$ ($|\eta| < 1.25$) for tracks (towers) of same-side dijet events (dashed). The bin-$\eta$-bin asymmetry for tracks (c) and towers (d), defined as the ratio of the difference over the sum of the opposite-side and same-side multiplicity distributions.

FIGURE 2. Normalized (to be unity on average) ratios of gap (solid points) over all events versus: (a) the dijet mean $E_T$, (b) the third jet $E_T$, and (c) half the $\eta$ separation between the two leading jets. The low-multiplicity control sample (open circles) is also shown for comparison.